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DECENTRALIZED ECONOMY



DeVault basics
DeVault is a community project with the goal of 
including as many people as possible in a global 
decentralized community governed economy based
on it’s own crypto currency known as DeVault, or 
DVT for short.

The DeVault blockchain is a proof-of-work system 
and uses the SHA-256 algoritm with a blocksize of 
32MB. The genesis block was mined on June 4th 
2019 and the coin production started with an initial 
block reward of 500 coins and a block time of 120 
seconds. The reward will slowly rise to 1400 coins per
block and will then reverse towards 1 over a 750 year
period until the max supply (softcap) of  
2,000,000,000 DVT will have been reached. After 
the max supply is reached the mining reward will 
stay at 1 DVT pr block.

Users are rewarded for keeping their DVT in their 
wallets with a system of coldrewards that 
automatically pays holders of DVT for every UTXO of 
25000+ DVT that hasn’t been moved for 21915 blocks
or app. 1 month. 

DeVault is organized by a number of Decentralized 
Autonomous Organizations, or DAOs, and a 
community voting system that is funded by the 
blockchain. These teams and the community 
proposals are paid every 21915th block known as a 
superblock.



The block reward distribution is as follows:

Miners 55%
Community Budget: 15%
Core Dev DAO: 10%
Web Dev DAO: 10%
Biz Dev DAO: 10%

Cold rewards are added as a separate inflationary 
system that miners send out every block that has its 
own schedule.

The DeVault community has full control of the fate 
of the project and can decide as a community to 
replace the current team or even start new ones to 
empower more people. This is done by a voting 
system that allows anyone to submit a proposal to 
the devault.online community platform. This is also 
where you can sees a list of the existing DAOs and 
their members.

DeVault has two wallets: DeVault Core, a QT desktop 
wallet and DeLight, an electroneum light wallet. 
Users of DeLight can use DeVault IDs, simple 
blockchain registered usernames, for everyday 
usage instead of addresses.

DeVault also has it’s own token protocol, DTP, based 
on the Simple Ledger Protocol, allowing everyone to
create their own tokens on the DeVault blockchain.



Project websites
devault.cc

devaultchat.cc
devault.online
devaultid.com

github.com/devaultcrypto

Listings
coinmarketcap.com/currencies/devault/

coingecko.com/en/coins/devault
coinpaprika.com/coin/dvt-devault/

coincodex.com/crypto/devault/news/

Exchanges
southxchange.com

graviex.net
swiftex.co

altmarkets.io

Social
bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5148351.0

t.me/devaultcrypto
reddit.com/r/DeVault

medium.com/@devaultcrypto
instagram.com/devaultcrypto
twitter.com/@devaultcrypto

Explorers
exploredvt.com/

coinexplorer.net/DVT

Mining Pool Stats
miningpoolstats.stream/devault


